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Radiator R4 Only:Insulating material required
to thermally seperate P.A
remote controls from radiator

Radiator R4 Only:210mm wide door leaf
in end panel to access
recess containing P.A.
sound system remote panel
- to be cut into back wall of
recess - requires wall area
of min. 240(w) x 350(h)
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Plan
(view of radiator top)

Plan
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Component C(56).01
Radiators: R1 & R2

Component C(56).02
Radiators: R3 (handed) & R4

Component C(56).03
Radiators: R5

- Fixed back to wall in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements.

- Floor mounted and fixed to side wall via spacer in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements.

- Fixed back to wall (within recess) in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements.

KEY.

Plan
(through radiator housing)

NOTES.
Hatched area indicates extent of existing, retained radiator,
inclusive of valves, supports etc.

1.
2.

This drawing is to be read in conjunction with
the Radiator Schedule 440.SC.01
Dimensions shown are indicative of design
intent and are for budget pricing purposes.
Prior to manufacture a detailed site survey
of each condition will be required to confirm
exact dimensional requirements.
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